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A construction of covariant quantum phase observables, for Hamiltonians with a finite number
of energy eigenvalues, has been recently given by D. Arsenović et al. [Phys. Rev. A 85, 044103
(2012)]. For Hamiltonians generating periodic evolution, we show that this construction is just a
simple rescaling of the known canonical ‘time’ or ‘age’ observable, with the period T rescaled to 2π.
Further, for Hamiltonians generating quasiperiodic evolution, we note that the construction leads
to a phase observable having several undesirable features, including (i) having a trivially uniform
probability density for any state of the system, (ii) not reducing to the periodic case in an appropriate
limit, and (iii) not having any clear generalisation to an infinite energy spectrum. In contrast, we
note that a covariant time observable has been previously defined for such Hamiltonians, which
avoids these features. We also show how this ‘quasiperiodic’ time observable can be represented as
the well-defined limit of a sequence of periodic time observables.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta, 03.65.Ca

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical systems that change in time, whether they are
classical or quantum, can potentially be used as clocks.
In particular, they have observable quantities which are
correlated with, and hence provide information about,
the passage of time. Such quantities may be referred
to as ‘time observables’ or, to better distinguish them
from the fundamental time parameter used in evolution
equations, as ‘age observables’ [1].
For quantum systems, the construction of canonical

time observables is well known, both for Hamiltonians
generating periodic evolution [1–3], and for Hamiltonians
with continuous energy spectra [3, 4]. These observables
are characterised by having optimal resolution proper-
ties, under any energy constraint, for covariantly track-
ing the passage of time [5]. Here, covariance refers to the
property that the corresponding ‘time’ probability den-
sity, p(t|ψ), is simply translated under evolution of the
system [2, 3], i.e.,

p(t|ψτ ) = p(t− τ |ψ0), (1)

where ψτ denotes the state of the system at evolution
time τ . Thus, if p(t|ψ0) is initially peaked about t = 0,
then p(t|ψτ ) is peaked about t = τ .
If the Hamiltonian has a discrete spectrum with incom-

mensurate energy differences, then the evolution of the
system will generally not be periodic, although it will
return arbitrarily closely to its initial state an infinite
number of times [6]. Such systems are said to be almost
periodic, or quasiperiodic. The canonical covariant time
observable for a quasiperiodic system has been given re-
cently [5], generalising the periodic case. The construc-
tion applies to any discrete energy spectrum, whether
finite or infinite, and whether degenerate or nondegener-
ate [5].
Surprisingly, in light of the above, Arsenović et al. have

recently stated that “a definition of the phase observ-
able for an arbitrary quantum system with a periodic or
quasiperiodic state vector dynamics has not been formu-
lated in full generality,” where ‘phase’ refers to a vari-
able “which is directly related to the time parameter”
[7]. They then give constructions of covariant phase ob-
servables for particular cases.

In Sec. II below we show that, for periodic systems, the
construction of Arsenović et al. is just a simple rescaling
of the known canonical time observable, with the period
T rescaled to 2π.

Further, for quasiperiodic systems, we note in Sec. III
that that the construction of Arsenović et al. yields an
observable with several undesirable features, including
having a trivial uniform probability density for any state
of the system. This feature implies that the observable
does not yield any information whatsoever about the evo-
lution time parameter, and is essentially due to restrict-
ing the domain of the observable to a finite interval –
which we show is inappropriate both for classical and
quantum quasiperiodic systems. We also briefly indi-
cate how the canonical time observable defined in Ref. [5]
avoids such undesirable features.

Finally, we demonstrate in Sec. IV that the canonical
time observable of a quasiperiodic system may be repre-
sented as the well defined limit of a sequence of periodic
time observables.

II. PERIODIC SYSTEMS

For the case of periodic evolution, under a Hamil-
tonian H with nondegenerate energy eigenstates
{|E0〉, |E1〉, . . . }, the probability density of the corre-
sponding canonical time observable is given for state
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where T denotes the period of the evolution. This prob-
ability density is periodic, and normalised over any refer-
ence interval of length T , such as [0, T ). It is well known
for the particular case of a one-dimensional harmonic os-
cillator [2, 3], and appears to have first been explicitly
given for the general case in Ref. [1] (where it is called
the ‘age’ observable).
The corresponding positive operator valued measure

(POVM), {At}, for the canonical time observable, or age,
follows immediately from Eq. (2) as [1]

At =
1

T

∑

m,n

|Em〉〈En| e
−i(Em−En)t/~. (3)

Integration of At over the interval from ta to tb yields

the semispectral measureM
pk/qk
t (ta, tb) given in the first

line of Eq. (5) of Ref. [7] (noting that T = 2π~/∆Ek in
the notation of the latter). Moreover, the phase observ-
able for periodic systems defined in Eq. (5) of Ref. [7] is
just a rescaling of this measure, by a factor 2π/T , map-
ping the time interval [0, T ) to the phase interval [0, 2π).
Thus, the periodic phase observable defined by Arsenović
et al. is simply a trivial rescaling of the known canoni-
cal time observable for periodic systems. This rescaling
does, however, have some advantage in giving an imme-
diate comparison of the fractions of a cycle completed by
systems of different frequencies.

III. QUASIPERIODIC SYSTEMS

The phase semispectral measure in Ref. [7] represents
the probability of an outcome in the interval [ta, tb],
which is a finite fraction of the period T, whereas the age
observable in Eq. (3) refers to an infinitesimal interval.
This leads to difficulties for the former in the quasiperi-
odic case, as the semispectral measure then represents
the probability of an outcome in an infinite time inter-
val, which washes out all fine structure.
Essentially for this reason, the phase observable de-

fined by Arsenović et al. for the quasiperiodic case has
several unsatisfactory properties, discussed below. We
also show how the corresponding canonical time observ-
able avoids these difficulties.

A. Three problems

First, the statistics of the phase observable defined by
Arsenović et al. are purely random, corresponding to a
uniform distribution over the interval [0, 2π) for any state
of the system (see Eqs. (8) and (9) of [7]). This is due
to the washing out of fine structure as noted above. It

follows in particular that the phase observable contains
no information about any properties of the system, in-
cluding any evolution properties.
The underlying reason is that Arsenović et al. restrict

attention, a priori, to probability densities defined on the
finite interval [0, 2π). However, such a restriction is inap-
propriate for quasiperiodic systems – even in the classical
case. As a simple example, consider a quasiperiodic clas-
sical system with action-angle variables (φ1, φ2, J1, J2)
[8], and time dependence

φk(t) = ωk t mod 2π, Jk(t) = Jk(0), k = 1, 2

such that the frequencies ω1 and ω2 are incommensurate,
i.e., ω1/ω2 is irrational. It immediately follows that there
is a one-one mapping between the angles (φ1, φ2) and the
evolution time t [9], i.e., that there is a classical ‘time
observable’ of the form

t = tC = f(φ1, φ2).

Hence, despite the angles φ1 and φ2 each being restricted
to values in [0, 2π), the corresponding time observable is
uniquely determined as a function of these phase space
observables, and takes values in (−∞,∞).
It follows that, even classically, any observable that

tracks the time evolution of a quasiperiodic system is ex-
pected to have an infinite range of possible values. How-
ever, “the defining property of the phase observable” in
equation (1) of Ref. [7] (equivalent to the time tracking
property of covariance in Eq. (1) above), a priori restricts
the evolution parameter θ, appearing in the time evolu-
tion operator e−iHθ , to a finite interval. This is clearly
inappropriate in light of the above, and no reason for this
restriction is given by Arsenović et al. In contrast, the
canonical time observable for a periodic quantum system
has an infinite range of values [5], as expected by anal-
ogy with the classical case. As will be seen below, this
leads to nontrivial statistics in general, with a uniform
distribution only in the case of an energy eigenstate.
Second, the statistics of the quasiperiodic phase ob-

servable defined by Arsenović et al. are uniform even for
those states of the system which evolve periodically. As
an example, for the three-level quantum system consid-
ered in Sec. II of Ref. [7], in the quasiperiodic case where
ν := (E2 −E1)/(E1 −E0) is irrational, suppose that the
initial state has the form

|ψ0〉 = c0|E0〉+ c1|E1〉. (4)

The evolution of this state is periodic, with period T =
2π~/(E1 − E0). Moreover, this periodic evolution is in-
variant under any perturbation of the Hamiltonian by
ǫ|E2〉〈E2|. It follows that (i) for any value of ǫ such that
ν(ǫ) := (E2 + ǫ−E1)/(E1 −E0) is rational, Eqs. (6) and
(7) of Ref. [7] uniquely define a nonuniform phase distri-
bution for this state, while (ii) for any value of ǫ such that
ν(ǫ) is irrational, Eqs. (8) and (9) of Ref. [7] uniquely de-
fine a uniform phase distribution for this state. Yet the
evolution is identical in both cases!
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It is clearly undesirable, and arguably physically incon-
sistent, that the ‘phase’ properties of a given state, |ψ0〉,
are not determined by its evolution per se, but in a dis-
continuous manner according to the arbitrary choice of
a parameter under which the state and its evolution are
invariant. In contrast, as will be seen below, the statis-
tics of the canonical time observable only depend on the
state and its evolution, and reduce to periodic statistics
for the above example.
Third, Arsenović et al. state in Sec. III of Ref. [7] that

“more discussion is needed to treat systems with degen-
erate energy and/or irrational ratios of the energy eigen-
value differences,” and also that “systems with an infinite
Hilbert space and an infinite number of discrete energy
eigenvalues such that the energy spectrum contains accu-
mulation points requires a careful analysis.” In contrast,
the canonical time observable is well defined in all such
cases [5].

B. One solution

The canonical time observable for quasiperiodic sys-
tems avoids the problems noted above for the quasiperi-
odic phase observable of Arsenović et al. For brevity,
only the case of a nondegenerate energy spectrum will
be considered here. The canonical quasiperiodic proba-
bility density for state |ψ〉 =

∑

n cn|En〉 is then defined
by [5]

p(t|ψ) :=
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While this is very similar to the periodic density defined
in Eq. (2), there is a crucial difference: the expectation
value of a function f(t) is evaluated via the ‘almost peri-
odic’ measure on the real numbers, µap, rather than via
the usual Lebesgue measure, with [5, 10]

〈f(t)〉ψ = µap[fp] := lim
τ→∞

1

τ

∫ τ

0

dt f(t) p(t|ψ). (6)

This measure is well defined on the class of quasiperiodic
functions [10], i.e., for any function f(t) having a count-
able Fourier series f(t) =

∑

k fke
iωkt. Thus, the expecta-

tion value of any quasiperiodic function of the canonical
time observable can be calculated, analogous to the cal-
culation of the expectation value of any periodic function
of a periodic time observable via Eq. (2).
The corresponding quasiperiodic POVM, {Mt}, corre-

sponding to the canonical time observable, follows from
Eq. (5) as [5]

Mt =
∑

m,n

|Em〉〈En| e
−i(Em−En)t/~. (7)

It is normalised relative to the almost periodic measure,
with µap[Mt] = 1̂, where 1̂ denotes the unit operator.

Like the canonical time observable for periodic and con-
tinuous quantum systems, the quasiperiodic canonical
time observable is covariant, and has optimal time reso-
lution properties under any energy constraint [5].
To see how the canonical time observable overcomes

the problems noted above for the phase observable de-
fined by Arsenović et al., note first that the quasiperiodic
probability density in Eq. (5) is defined over the whole
interval (−∞,∞), and is normalised with respect to the
almost periodic meaure µab. This density is uniform if
and only if the system is in an energy eigenstate, imply-
ing that measurement of the canonical time observable
extracts ‘time’ information whenever the system is not
stationary, just as one would expect by analogy with the
classical case. In contrast, the quasiperiodic phase ob-
servable of Arsenović et al. always has a uniform proba-
bility distribution.
Further, for the example of Eq. (4) above, one may use

Eqs (5) and (6) to calculate the expectation value of any
function f(t) having period T = 2π~/(E1−E0), yielding

〈f(t)〉ψ = lim
N→∞

1

NT + τ ′

∫ NT+τ ′

0

dt f(t) p(t|ψ)

= lim
N→∞

1

NT

N−1
∑

j=0

∫ T

0

dt f(t) p(t|ψ)

=
1

T

∫ T

0

dt f(t) p(t|ψ) =

∫ T

0

dt f(t) pT (t|ψ),

where τ ′ is any value in [0, T ) and pT (t|ψ) is defined in
Eq. (2). Thus, it is identical to the expectation value cal-
culated from the corresponding periodic time observable
via Eq. (2). Hence, in contrast to Ref. [7], the quasiperi-
odic time observable reduces to the periodic time observ-
able in the appropriate limiting case.
Finally, again in contrast to Ref. [7], the quasiperiodic

time observable in Eqs. (5)-(7) generalises straighfor-
wardly to the case of a degenerate spectrum, and is well
defined whether or not the energy spectrum is finite or in-
finite, has commensurate or incommensurate eigenvalue
differences, or has an accumulation point [5]. It may
further be remarked that the particular cases of incom-
mensurate eigenvalue differences (such as an anisotropic
oscillator), and an accumulation point (such as a bound
hydrogen atom), have quite interesting resolution and
information-theoretic properties [5].
For completeness, it may also be noted here that a

‘Hermitian time operator’ TG, satisfying the commuta-
tion relation [TG, H ] = i~ on a dense set of states for a
Hamiltonian H with a strictly infinite energy spectrum,
has been proposed by Galapon [11]. However, this opera-
tor does not satisfy the fundamental covariance property
(1). Further, the commutation relation only holds, for
any evolving state |ψτ 〉, at a set of times of total mea-
sure zero [12]. Hence this operator does not have any
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clear interpretational connection to a time observable.

IV. QUASIPERIODIC TIME OBSERVABLES AS

A LIMIT OF PERIODIC TIME OBSERVABLES

As seen above, the statistics of the canonical time ob-
servable for quasiperiodic systems reduces to those for
periodic systems in the appropriate limit. It is of inter-
est to note that a converse relation may also be obtained,
with the quasiperiodic time observable given by a suit-
able limit of periodic time observables. This is, neces-
sarily, very different to the limit used by Arsenović et al.
to obtain a quasiperiodic phase observable as a limit of
periodic phase observables [7].
First, it may be remarked that one can always approx-

imate the evolution of a quasiperiodic system to some
specified accuracy, over any finite interval [0, τ), by some
periodic system having period T ≥ τ [10]. Choosing τ to
be larger than the relevant period of experimental inter-
est (which will be no longer than the age of the universe,
and typically rather shorter), then this approximation
will be sufficient for all practical purposes. Hence, in a
practical sense, periodic time observables may be consid-
ered sufficient. Even so, it remains of fundamental inter-
est to determine the limit as the approximation becomes
arbitrarily accurate. By doing so one can in fact dispense
with the need for approximation in the first place.
In particular, for a given energy spectrum {E0, E1, . . . }

having incommensurate eigenvalue differences, sup-
pose that one has a sequence of approximations

{E
(k)
0 , E

(k)
1 , . . . } corresponding to periodic evolution of

period Tk, with E
(k)
n → En and Tk → ∞ as k → ∞.

Further, for any quasiperiodic function f(t) define the
corresponding periodic function fk(t) := f(t mod Tk). If
〈fk(t)〉ψ denotes the expectation of fk(t) for the periodic
time observable corresponding to period Tk, it immedi-

ately follows from Eq. (2) that

lim
k→∞

〈fk(t)〉ψ = lim
k→∞

1

Tk

∫ Tk

0

dt f(t)
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= 〈f(t)〉ψ , (8)

where 〈f(t)〉ψ is the expectation value of f(t) for the
quasiperiodic time observable in Eq. (6). Hence, the lat-
ter observable corresponds to the limit of a sequence of
periodic time observables, as claimed.

V. CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the periodic phase observable
defined by Arsenović et al. in Ref. [7] is a simple rescal-
ing of the known periodic canonical time observable, or
age [1]. Further, the quasiperiodic phase observable de-
fined by Arsenović et al. has several undesirable features,
which are avoided by the known quasiperiodic canonical
time observable [5]. The connections between the peri-
odic and quasiperiodic cases have also been discussed. Fi-
nally we should remark that rescaling the age to a phase
for periodic systems, as done by Arsenović et al., does
have some advantage in giving an immediate compari-
son of the fractions of a cycle completed by systems of
different frequencies.
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